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aspects [2]–[6] as well as standardization efforts such as the
IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609 standards (named WAVE Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments). 802.11p handles
the MAC and PHY layers for each individual channel, while
IEEE 1609 standards deal with upper layer protocols and
multi-channel operation [7], [8].
VANETs have some unique characteristics and requirements
[9]. On one hand, safety applications require extremely low
message delay in order for them to be effective. On the other
hand, unlike some MANETs (Mobile-Ad-Hoc Networks),
power and computational abilities are sufficient since the
devices are carried by vehicles. Another key characteristic
of V2V communication is the high relative velocity between
the vehicles engaged in such communication, which results
in short term sessions. Consequently, solutions based on the
current packet radio communication protocols cannot guarantee the required quality of service (QoS). In addition, safety
messages are only required to be transmitted in a small radius
in order for them to be effective. Combining these two key
requirements leads to the basic approach - clustering vehicles
into groups [2]–[4] to ensure high QoS and fast propagation
of messages in a limited area.
The clustering approach was initially offered for MANETs
[10]–[15]. These works include k-hop clusters where the
number of hops between any of the nodes in the cluster is
at most k [13]–[15]. More recent works adopted the clustering approach to VANETs [2]–[6]. However, these are all
based on localization systems such as GPS to improve their
performance, which in some situations leads to an undesirable
dependency on these systems. We elaborate more on this in
the related work section.
Following the unique nature of VANETs expressed in short
term sessions, a fast clustering algorithm is required. In this
paper we offer a fast randomized clustering and scheduling
algorithm, HCA, to allow a quick network setup. Motivated by
an industry-based requirement [16] our goals were to create
4-hop clusters (where each node in the cluster is at most 2
hops from a cluster head) as fast as possible without the use
of GPS. Our basic motivation was that 4-hops are sufficiently
”local” for safety and other messages types, and that the initial
setup time is more critical than the quality of the clusters. The
initial setup, in turn, can be followed by a maintenance phase
that improves the clusters. Therefore, the suggested algorithm

Abstract—Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) offer communication between vehicles and infrastructure. Warning messages, among others, can be used to alert drivers, and thus
improve road safety. To adapt to the unique nature of VANETs,
which demands the delivery of time sensitive messages to nearby
vehicles, fast topology control and scheduling algorithms are
required. A clustering approach, which was initially offered for
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs), can be adapted to VANETs
to solve this problem. In this paper we present Hierarchical
Clustering Algorithm (HCA), a fast randomized clustering and
scheduling algorithm. HCA creates hierarchical clusters with
a diameter of at most four hops. Additionally, the algorithm
handles channel access and schedules transmissions within the
cluster to ensure reliable communication. Unlike other clustering
algorithms for VANETs, HCA does not rely on localization
systems which contributes to its robustness. The running time of
the algorithm was analyzed analytically and HCA was evaluated
by simulation. We compared our algorithm with 2-ConID, a
clustering algorithm for MANETs, under several mobility scenarios. The simulation results confirm that the algorithm behaves
well under realistic vehicle mobility patterns and outperforms
2-ConID in terms of cluster stability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) serve as the basis
for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) by utilizing Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
communication. Dedicated hardware is planned to be incorporated into vehicles and some roadside units, while a
wireless medium will be utilized to enable V2V and V2I
communication.
Such systems can serve several purposes [1]: First, safety
and warning messages could be used to alert drivers as to
dangerous and unpredicted situations, and thus suppress the
number of car accidents or reduce their severity. In addition,
such systems can improve road utilization by managing traffic
flows. Traffic updates can be delivered in real time to allow
time saving and lower fuel consumption. Finally, commercial
and entertainment services can be distributed via these systems. For example, advertisement can be sent to users based
on their location and Internet access can be provided for
passenger comfort.
Therefore, research of VANETs has been receiving increasing
interest in the last couple of years, both on the algorithmic
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creates hierarchical clusters in which the maximal distance
between a ClusterHead (CH) vehicle and any other vehicle in
the cluster is two hops. Additionally, unlike other k clustering
algorithms such as [13]–[15], the algorithm does not assume
any lower layer connectivity, and the algorithm handles the
channel access method and transmission scheduling within the
cluster to avoid collisions. In order to evaluate the proposed
algorithm prior to deployment and to examine its compatibility
to vehicular networks, a dedicated simulator for VANETs was
developed. The suggested algorithm was simulated in several
scenarios and was compared with K-ConID algorithm [15]
in which the number of the formed clusters and stability
were measured. Simulations show that the algorithm performs
better under realistic mobility patterns rather than under a
random mobility pattern, which indicates that the algorithm
suits VANETs. In addition, even though more clusters are
formed by the HCA algorithm than by K-ConID, it forms
more stable clusters. Furthermore, the algorithm’s cluster
formation process was analyzed analytically showing that the
algorithm creates clusters within O(m log log m) time slots
with m denoting the maximal cluster size in the network (of
size n).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the proposed algorithm followed by the analytical runtime analysis in section III. Section IV presents the simulator
which we had developed, the scenarios that were used to
evaluate the algorithm, and the results that were obtained. We
discuss related work on clustering algorithms for MANETs
and VANETs in section V. The paper concludes with the
conclusions and future work section.

them (i.e., nodes that belong to the same cluster have different
transmission time slots) as G2 dominating set problem named
G2 DS.
Definition: The G2 DS Problem:
• Instance: Undirected graph G = (V, E)
• Solution:
1) A Dominating Set of G2 , i.e., a subset V 0 ⊆ V such
that each vertex is either in V 0 or has a maximal two
hops path to at least one of the vertices in V 0 . The
nodes within the dominating set will be referred as
ClusterHeads.
2) Each node u ∈ V has a single ClusterHead - chu ∈
V0
3) Each node is allocated a unique transmission slot in
its cluster i.e., ∀v, u ∈ V such that if chv = chu
than slotv 6= slotu
The solution is measured in two aspects: the size of the
Dominating Set and the time required to form clusters and
assign a unique time slot for each of the nodes. There is
obviously a tradeoff between the two, for example a solution
can be a set that is composed of all the nodes in the network,
which can be obtained immediately. However it is not an
acceptable result and we would like to minimize the size of
the dominating set. We take a randomized approach similar to
[17], which allows us to benefit both from small dominating
set and fast convergence.
Next we present our solution for the G2 DS problem:
B. Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm (HCA)
Next we present a distributed randomized solution to the
G2 DS problem: Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm (HCA).
The algorithm was influenced by work made by [17].
The HCA forms TDMA like synchronized clusters. In order
to reduce the number of collisions by simultaneous transmissions in the same cluster, transmissions are only allowed on
assigned slots by the ClusterHead. The algorithm is comprised
of 4 phases. The first 3 phases refer to a static scenario in
which the clusters are formed, while the fourth phase handles
topology changes caused by mobility. The nodes are not
required to travel according to a particular mobility pattern,
and are allowed to move freely. Therefore, the algorithm can
be used in VANETs or in any other network that consists
of mobile entities (such as networks used for military or
search and rescue purposes). It is worth mentioning that the
suggested algorithm differs from the algorithms that will be
presented in section V in two key aspects. First it handles
the channel access and does not assume any lower layer
connectivity. Secondly, it does not require the knowledge of
the nodes’ location. This feature enhances the algorithm’s
robustness since it does not rely on localization systems (e.g.,
GPS), which sometimes is preferable. We overcome the lack
of information regarding the nodes’ location by inferring
connectivity from sent messages.
To ease the formation of clusters, in which the maximal
distance from a ClusterHead to any other node in its cluster is

II. H IERARCHICAL C LUSTERING F OR VANET S
The suggested algorithm is a distributed randomized two
hop clustering algorithm (i.e., the maximal number of hops
between any node to a ClusterHead is two). Our basic approach is to create a randomized dominating set in G2 as
detailed bellow.
A. Problem Definitions
First we will introduce some notions and definitions which
will be used throughout this paper:
2
• G of a graph G = (V, E) is obtained by adding an edge
(u, v) ∈ E if node u is at most 2 hops away from v in
G
• Dominating Set - A dominating set (DS) of a graph G =
(V, E) is a subset V 0 ⊆ V such that each node in V \ V 0
is adjacent to some node in V 0 .
• ClusterHead - A ClusterHead is a node that belongs to
the Dominating Set. It manages and handles the channel
access method.
• Cluster - Each node has a single ClusterHead. A cluster
is a subset of nodes with the same ClusterHead.
• chv and slotv are the cluster head of v and the time slot
in which v transmit, respectively, for v ∈ V .
Next, we formulate the problem of creating clusters in which
each node is at most 2 hops from a ClusterHead and scheduling
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Clustering
1: procedure I NITIAL P HASE
2:
rolev ← ∅
3:
crv ← ∅
4:
chv ← ∅
5:
Select random slot from 2m slots for contention period
6:
go to ClusterRelay Selection
7: procedure C LUSTER R ELAY S ELECTION
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Fig. 1.
HCA state machine of role transitions. Numbers denote the
algorithm’s index and relevant line in the associated to the transition.

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Fig. 2.
SYNC message slots scheme. First a slot is assigned for the
ClusterHead. Next, slots are allocated for each ClusterRelay, followed by
slots which are randomly assigned for Slave nodes. Additional m empty slots
are reserved for new members. The slots schemes completes with slots which
are designated for ACKs sent by ClusterRelays.

24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

two, 3 hierarchies are defined. Each hierarchy is characterized
by a role carried out by the nodes. The Slave role is executed
by regular nodes that are at most two hops away from a
ClusterHead. Such nodes are at the lowest hierarchy of the
cluster. The ClusterRelay (CR) role refers to nodes that relay
messages from the ClusterHead to the Slaves, and help extend
the reach of nodes within the cluster. ClusterRelay nodes
are used to forward the control messages in both directions:
from ClusterHeads to Slaves and vice versa. The ClusterHead
role refers to nodes that manage and synchronize the shared
channel access for all other nodes in the formed cluster (a
CH is a member of the Dominating Set of G2 as defined in
subsection II-A). Such nodes are in the highest hierarchy of the
algorithm. The state machine of possible roles and transitions
among them is presented in Fig. 1. The pseudo code of HCA
for a node v can be seen in Algorithm 1.
Some control messages are required for HCA’s execution:
SYNC messages, are messages that are created by ClusterHeads and used to assign slots to cluster member nodes.
These messages are sent from ClusterHeads to Slave nodes
and are forwarded by ClusterRelays. This type of scheduling is required in order to reduce the collisions caused by
simultaneous transmissions in the same cluster. Fig. 2 shows
a possible assignment of slots as carried by a SYNC message
and includes the suggested scheduling scheme. ACK messages
are messages required to acknowledge reception of SYNC
messages. They are sent from Slave nodes to the ClusterHeads.
Additionally, we define a round as the time period between two
successive SYNC messages sent by the same ClusterHead.

30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

On reception of SYNC from u such that roleu = CR
rolev ← Slave
crv ← u
go to ClusterHead Selection
On Timeout
rolev ← CR
crv ← v
Send SYNC messages periodically
go to ClusterHead Selection
procedure C LUSTER H EAD S ELECTION
if rolev = Slave and received SYNC messages from two
CRs then
Select random slot of 2m slots for contention period
if Received SYNC message from another u such that
roleu = CH then
Cancel contention period
else
rolev ← CH
chv ← v
go to Synchronization And Cluster Formation
On Timeout
. Didn’t receive message from other CH
if rolev = CR then
rolev ← CH
chv ← v
go to Synchronization and Cluster Formation
procedure S YNCHRONIZATION A ND C LUSTER F ORMATION
Periodically send SYNC message with slots for all the known
nodes with m unassigned slots
On SYNC reception from u
if rolev = CR then
if roleu = CH then
Broadcast SYNC from u on the assigned slot
chv ← u
On reception of ACK from u such that roleu = Slave
Store the ACK and send ACK behalf of all nodes in the
end of the round
if rolev = Slave then
if SYNC contains assigned slot for v then
Reply an ACK on the assigned slot
chv ← chu
else
Select a random unassigned slot from the SYNC
message and send ACK

The execution of the proposed algorithm can be divided into
the following four phases, which are executed asynchronously:
(1) ClusterRelays Selection
(2) ClusterHead Selection
(3) Synchronization and Cluster Formation
(4) Cluster Maintenance
The first three phases refer to the initial phase of the algorithm
in which the G2 DS is created, while the fourth phase handles
topology changes and maintenance tasks. Each node stores the
following parameters: chv , crv , rolev and N (v) which refers
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to the node’s ClusterHead, ClusterRelay, role and neighbors
respectively. Additionally, each node has a parameter dmax
which denotes its current maximal distance in hops within the
cluster.
The ClusterRelays Selection phase is used to select ClusterRelays that help with the cluster formation. Initially, each node
draws a random slot of 2m slots which would end its listening
period. If a node has not received a message before its listening
period elapses, it will announce itself as ClusterRelay.
In the ClusterHead Selection phase, a relatively central
ClusterHead is selected. A Slave node which has heard a
SYNC message from two ClusterRelays, will announce itself
as nominated to become a ClusterHead. Such nodes set up a
random period of time, drawn uniformly from 2m slots, in
which they listen for incoming messages from other ClusterHead nominees. At the end of this period, nominees will send a
message declaring themselves as ClusterHeads. The remaining
nominees, if any, will drop their nomination and remain Slave
nodes. In case there is only one ClusterRelay, and neither of
the Slaves is in range of two ClusterRelays, the ClusterRelay
will become a ClusterHead by itself, hence forming a one hop
cluster.
The Synchronization and Cluster Formation phase is used
for cluster formation and topology discovery by the ClusterHead and other nodes. The elected ClusterHead is not familiar
with surrounding nodes. Therefore it sends SYNC messages
to the ClusterRelays such that each ClusterRelay is assigned
two unique slots - one for relaying the SYNC and the other
for ACK transmission at the end of the round. ClusterRelays
rebroadcast those messages to their neighbors. A Slave node
that receives a SYNC message from its ClusterHead, sends an
ACK message in the time slot which was assigned in the SYNC
message. Additionally, SYNC messages contain m unassigned
slots for new nodes to randomly select a slot and join the
cluster. If the node has not yet been assigned a slot, meaning
it is not a member of the cluster yet, it will select an unassigned
slot randomly and send an ACK to inform of its joining. In
each round, the ClusterRelay adds the identifiers of Slave
nodes, as extracted from ACK messages, and stores them in
its neighbors list. At the end of each round, an accumulated
ACK is sent on behalf of all Slave nodes to the ClusterHead,
in order to allow learning of the exact topology and assigning
slots for the following round. Since nodes select a random
slot for their first ACK, some collisions may occur. In case of
such a collision, all colliding nodes will not receive a slot, and
therefore they will contend in the next round. An analytical
analysis (described in section III) guarantees a bounded limit
for this process. The process continues until all nodes obtain
their slot and reply with an ACK.
Finally, the Cluster Maintenance phase (Algorithm 2) is
used to maintain up to date clusters and reduce the number
of redundant clusters by merging relatively small clusters.
Furthermore, it is required for forming new clusters due to
topological changes. This phase is executed in parallel to phase
3 of the HCA algorithm.
In order to prevent the propagation of outdated information in

the network, each node executes an aging process to eliminate
irrelevant entries from the neighbors list. A Slave node that did
not receive SYNC message from its ClusterRelay during an
aging period will erase its ClusterRelay identifier and look for
neighboring ClusterRelays within the same cluster. As a last
resort, the Slave node will start its random listening period in
the Initial State in order to join a different cluster. All timeout
periods were chosen after an extensive simulation study.
In order to prevent an unlimited drift of ClusterHeads and
the creation of redundant clusters, some rules for clusters
merging are defined. First, a ClusterHead that was abandoned
by all of its members, and encounters a ClusterRelay associated with another cluster, will be merged into the other
cluster. Second, if a ClusterHead of a cluster with maximal
distance within the cluster of one hop encounters another
ClusterHead, the first ClusterHead will change its role to
ClusterRelay and switch clusters together with all of its nodes.
Additionally, a ClusterRelay that did not receive a SYNC
message from its ClusterHead will try to join another cluster.
If this did not succeed it will become a ClusterHead by itself.
In addition, Slave node will send their ACK messages to the
nearest ClusterRelay within the same cluster to allow smooth
transition of Slaves to other ClusterRelays in the same cluster,
according to topology changes caused by mobility.
Algorithm 2 Cluster Maintenance Phase
On Reception of SYNC from u
1: if rolev = CH then
2:
if roleu = CH and dmax < 2 then
3:
rolev ← CR
4:
chv ← chu
5:
crv ← v
6:
if roleu = CR, chu 6= v and dmax < 1 then
7:
rolev ← Slave
8:
chv ← chu
9:
crv ← u
10: if rolev = CR then
11:
Forward SYNC
12: if rolev = Slave then
13:
if SYNC contains assigned slot for v then
14:
Reply an ACK on the assigned slot
15:
chv ← chu
16:
else
17:
Select a random slot of the unassigned slots and send

ACK
On Aging Timeout
18: if rolev = CR then
19:
if v is neighbor of u s.t roleu = CH then
20:
chv ← u
21:
else
22:
rolev ← CH
23:
chv ← v
24: if rolev = Slave then
25:
crv ← ∅
26:
if ∃u ∈ N (v) s.t roleu = CR and chu = chv then
27:
crv ← u
28:
else
29:
Start over HCA

The main feature of this algorithm is its quick clusters setup.
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an unknown number of nodes (can vary between 0 and m − 2
nodes) contend for a slot among 2m available slots.
Lemma 2: The second phase of the HCA (selection of a
ClusterHead) requires O(m) slots with high probability. This
phase terminates when all nodes in the cluster are within two
hops from a ClusterRelay.
The third lemma is based on work presented by [20]. The
authors present a simple distributed edge coloring algorithm
and its running time analysis. The algorithm starts with each
edge uncolored and terminates with all edges colored, and no
two adjacent edges having the same color. At each stage, each
edge selects independently with uniform distribution a color of
its current colors palette. Followed by each stage, messages are
exchanged by edges, and colors of adjacent edges are removed
from the color palette. If conflicts arise, the edges will contend
in the next round for another color. By referring to each node
as an edge, and the slots pool as color pallets, we obtain the
next Lemma:
Lemma 3: The third phase of the HCA (slots assignment
and topology learning) requires O(m log log m) slots with
high probability. It terminates when all the nodes in the cluster
are assigned a unique slot.
Taking the maximum time of the three lemmas we get the
result of Theorem 2.
Next we present a simulation study of all four phases
of HCA in different scenarios and comparison to K-ConID
algorithm with K = 2.

This allows quick node synchronization by the ClusterHeads
in order to maintain reliable communication. Next we present
a run time analysis of HCA’s first three phases, and a proof
that it solves the G2 DS problem.
III. A NALYTICAL R ESULTS - C ORRECTNESS AND
RUN - TIME A NALYSIS
This section will describe the key results of the analysis of
HCA’s first three phases (ClusterRelay selection; ClusterHead
selection; and Synchronization and cluster formation). These
three phases are assumed to take place while the nodes
are static. Additionally, we’ll assume that each node in the
network is represented by a unique identifier, and that each
node in G2 has a maximal degree of m, i.e., the maximal size
of a cluster in G is m. For the detailed proofs we refer the
reader to the full version [18].
Theorem 1 (correctness): When the Hierarchical Clustering
Algorithm terminates, the selected ClusterHeads form a Dominating Set on G2 , each node has a single ClusterHead and each
node has a unique slot for transmission within the cluster.
Proof: First, one can see that each Slave node is within
one hop from a ClusterRelay or is a ClusterRelay by itself.
Each ClusterRelay is within one hop from a ClusterHead
or is a ClusterHead by itself, therefore, each Slave node is
within two hops from a ClusterHead, which is compliant with
the G2 DS definition. In addition, each node has only one
ClusterRelay, the node from which it initially received a SYNC
message. Each ClusterRelay selects the first ClusterHead that
it receives SYNC messages, hence each ClusterRelay has only
one ClusterHead. Since ClusterRelays relay their selected
ClusterHead identifier to their Slaves, it can be concluded
that each node has only one ClusterHead. Additionally, each
ClusterHead assigns slots for nodes. A node that has failed in
selecting a unique slot, will try in the next round. Therefore
we can conclude that each node will eventually be assigned a
unique slot.
Next we address the running time of HCA:
Theorem 2 (time complexity): HCA’s first three phases will
terminate with high probability1 in O(m log log m) steps
where m → ∞ denotes the maximal size of a cluster.
The analysis utilizes the following lemmas which analyze the
running time of each of the first three phases.
Lemma 1: The first phase of the HCA (selection of ClusterRelays) requires O(log 34 m) slots with high probability. This
phase terminates when all nodes in the network are ClusterRelays or within one hop from a ClusterRelay.
This is based on an analysis of the Balls and Bins model
using Poisson approximation as presented in [19]. We defined
the bins to be transmission slots and balls to be transmissions.
Then we analyze the required number of slots for at least
one successful transmission when m nodes contend for 2m
slots, to achieve high probability. In the next phase a similar
approach was used to find the number of slots required when

IV. E VALUATION
In this section we present a simulator which is dedicated
for VANETs, and the scenarios that were used to evaluate
the presented Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm in dynamic
scenarios. The section concludes with the simulation results
comparing HCA with K-ConID [15] algorithm with K = 2.
K-ConID algorithm selects the nodes with the highest degree
among their K neighbors to be ClusterHeads. The authors
of K-ConID assumed that each node knows its K hops
neighbors. This assumptions does not comply with realistic
scenarios, therefore the algorithm was modified to allow
learning of neighboring nodes by exchanging beacons.
A. Vehicular Ad - Hoc Network Dedicated Simulator
The Vehicular Ad - Hoc Network Dedicated Simulator was
developed in order to evaluate VANET related algorithms
and protocols. It combines both a traffic modeling simulator
and a communication modeling simulator. The simulators
are mutually influenced since road traffic can be changed
according to traffic updates, and communication depends on
the locations of the vehicles. OMNeT++ simulator [21] is
used as the main simulation development environment with
the MiXiM framework [22] used as the basis for developing
new models, to suit the requirements for a VANETs oriented
simulator. In addition, OMNeT++ was coupled with a road
traffic simulator, SUMO [23], using a patch developed by [24]
to allow bidirectional coupling of road traffic and communication simulators.

1 Event E
m occurs with high probability if probability P [Em ] is such that
limm→∞ P [Em ] = 1
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

The simulator provides a tool for Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
research; hence the main focus is on three key aspects. First,
providing an accurate channel modeling according to the studied scenario and the topographic environment. Thus, several
channel propagation characteristics were combined into one
scenario according to the topographic environment yielding
different channel models for each topographic area (urban,
suburban, open space). Secondly, we focused on developing
various mobility patterns based on [24]. Moreover, it includes
the ability to characterize different mobility features (such as
different maximal speeds) for each topographic area. Finally,
the simulator must include a platform for evaluating algorithms
and protocols prior to deployment on their dedicated hardware.
We require that the evaluated algorithm’s code will not have
to be modified to allow execution on a dedicated hardware
for VANETs. Therefore, the simulator must comply with the
services provided by the hardware.

Number of Vehicles
Playground Size
Path Loss Coefficient
Carrier Frequency
Simulation Time

50, 75, 100
1300 × 3200m2
3.5
5.85GHZ
300sec

Transmission Rate
Slot Length
Maximal Speed
Repetitions
Transmission Range

2.5Mbps
0.005sec
15-30m/s
20
200m

B. Scenarios and Results
HCA was evaluated using the VANETs simulator described
in subsection IV-A. A suburb of Tel-Aviv metropolitan area,
sized 1300 × 3200m2 , was extracted from Open-Street-Map
project [25] and adapted into the SUMO traffic simulator
(see Fig. 3 for screen-shot). Different mobility patterns were
considered for the purpose of comparing the impact of the
mobility pattern on the number of clusters and their stability, as
formed by HCA and K-ConID with K set to 2. Three different
mobility patterns were compared: i) Static scenario, in which
nodes were forbidden to move; ii) Random Way Point (RWP)
[26] in which vehicles select a random location and speed and
change their location accordingly; And iii) TRACI - a traffic
simulator generated traces model (as described in subsection
IV-A). This model simulates a more realistic scenario in
which vehicles are obligated to move along roads according
to the extracted map and road regulations. In this scenario
four different types of vehicles (differing in their maximal
speed, acceleration and de-acceleration) selected one of six
different source points in which they entered with Poisson rate.
Each vehicle selected a random destination from a set of six
possible destinations and drove towards that point according
to the possible routes and traffic lights as simulated by the
traffic simulator (SUMO). All three scenarios were based on
a network consisting of 50, 75 and 100 vehicles, executing
HCA and 2-ConID for 300 seconds of simulation time, in
order to allow significant number of cluster creations and tear
downs in highly dynamic scenarios. The maximal speed varied
between 15m/s and 30 m/s. Since 2-ConID does not define
channel access method like HCA does, we used MiXiM’s
802.11 implementation as a channel access scheme. It is
worth mentioning that 2-ConID does not handle scheduling,
and therefore only clustering aspects (the number of clusters
and cluster stability) were compared. Table I summaries key
parameters used in the simulation study. Next we present the
results that were obtained for the two studied measures.
1) Number of Clusters: One of the goals of the HCA was
to minimize the number of formed clusters. Fig. 4 presents

Fig. 3. A screen-shot of the simulation with the region which is used (a
suburb of Tel-Aviv). ClusterHeads, ClusterRelays, and Slaves are denoted by
rectangles, triangles, and circles respectively.

the average number of clusters (per time unit) formed in
each scenario for different vehicular densities. We measure
the number of ClusterHeads at each time step and calculate
the mean number of clusters. First, it can be observed that
for both algorithms, the mobility pattern indeed influences the
number of clusters. It is clear that in the RWP scenario more
clusters are created than in the TRACI scenario, and that the
TRACI scenario outperforms the static scenario. This can be
explained by the fact that the TRACI scenario imitates real life
traffic, which constrains vehicles to move along roads. Due to
the fact that vehicles usually move in groups, and perhaps not
all of the simulated area contains roads, fewer clusters are
required. Second, 2-ConID forms fewer clusters especially in
the RWP scenario. This can be explained by the fact that the 2ConID forces clusters to merge when every two ClusterHeads
approach each other, while HCA tries to minimize cluster
switching as can be seen in the Cluster Stability subsection.
2) Cluster Stability: Cluster stability was measured in
terms of the average number of cluster switches throughout
the simulation and the percentage of time in which nodes were
members of a cluster, denoted as association time.
HCA outperforms 2-ConID in terms of cluster switches as
can be seen in Fig. 5, which describes the average number
of cluster switches per node in both algorithms. From it
we conclude that a realistic mobility model (as simulated
in the TRACI scenario) indeed minimizes the number of
cluster switching and extends the membership period, therefore creating more stable clusters. This result is repeated in
all three different vehicular densities. Static nodes executing
HCA suffer from a noticeable amount of cluster switching
which can be explained by nodes that are located in border
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to a ClusterHead in about 95% − 97% percent of the time
in the RWP scenario and 98% percent of the time in the
TRACI scenario. This emphasizes the fact that HCA forms
stable clusters.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Mobility in VANETs has to be modeled carefully for accurate simulation results. In [24], the authors present different
approaches for simulating the nodes’ mobility in a VANET
simulation. The authors show that realistic mobility patterns
are favorable for simulating VANETs.
Clustering is a well known method used in Ad Hoc networks.
Some clustering algorithms [11], [12] use different metrics
(e.g., id, mobility) for the cluster formation process in order
to form stable clusters. All nodes send ”Hello” messages
with their metric and each of them selects the node with the
lowest/highest value among its neighbors as their ClusterHead.
Several works deal with extending the span of the clusters
created. In [13] the authors present a heuristic for forming
clusters with d as the maximal number of hops between any
cluster member to its ClusterHead.
MobDHop is presented in [14]. It is a mobility based clustering
algorithm with a varying diameter. The diameter varies according to the group mobility pattern detected by the algorithm
as extracted from RSSI measurements. Stability metric is
calculated according to the variation in the received power
of exchanged messages. Following the creation of one hop
clusters, nodes between two clusters initiate a merger between
clusters with similar mobility patterns.
The authors of [15] modify the Lowest Id Algorithm [11]
and different degree based algorithms to create k-hop clusters
named K-ConID, i.e., the maximal number of hops between
each cluster member to its ClusterHead is k. Nodes flood their
identifiers, which consist of number of k-degree neighbors and
id, to k hops away and select the larger identifier as their
ClusterHead, with ties broken according to the lowest id.
During the last couple of years, several researches were held
on clustering algorithms in VANETs scenarios. Such works
use exact location knowledge by using devices such as GPS
receivers. In [4] an algorithm that forms clusters with low
relative velocity between cluster members is presented. The
algorithm utilizes a GPS receiver and knowledge of future location to form stable clusters. The algorithm requires message
exchange between each vehicle and its one hop neighbors, to
allow distributed ClusterHead selection. Some of the works
that deal with Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks use the clustering
algorithm to improve network stability by introducing new
MAC layer algorithms and protocols. In [2] a clustering
scheme that enables channel access for VANETS is presented.
The authors present a substitution to the 802.11 MAC layer in
VANETs. The algorithm calculates a weighted factor for the
node’s compatibility to act as a ClusterHead. The weighted
factor requires the knowledge of the surrounding nodes’
speeds and locations. Hence, each control message exchanged
between nodes includes these parameters. Messages are sent
using a TDMA scheme, with the ClusterHead scheduling all

Fig. 4. The average number of clusters formed in HCA and 2-ConID in
different scenarios with maximal speed set to 20m/s. Similar behavior was
exhibited in different speeds. The numbers denote the number of vehicles.

Fig. 5. The average number of cluster switches per node during the simulation
time (300 sec), with vehicles’ maximal speed set to 20m/s. Similar behavior
was exhibited in different speeds. Nodes in the Static scenario suffer from
cluster switching due to inter-cluster interferences in border nodes.

areas between two or more clusters. These nodes suffer from
collisions caused by adjacent clusters. Comparing these results
to the 2-ConID algorithm’s results shows HCA’s supremacy in
terms of cluster stability. This can be explained by the fact
that as opposed to the 2-ConID algorithm, HCA does not
force clusters merging when it can lead to disconnection of
members. It is worth mentioning that the 2-ConID algorithm
suffers from cluster switching even in the static scenario. This
is explained by the fact that nodes are not familiar with their
neighborhood at the beginning of the algorithm’s execution.
Along with topology study, changes are made to comply with
the 2-ConID requirements.
An additional dimension of stability was measured in terms
of the percentage of time in which nodes were connected
to a ClusterHead. Since 2-ConID forces nodes to become
ClusterHeads when they are disconnected, this measure cannot
be compared to HCA. HCA tries to minimize the number of
1 node clusters, and thus disconnected nodes might extend
their contention period before declaring themselves as ClusterHeads. This results in disconnection periods. The study of the
disconnection periods of HCA yields that nodes are connected
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nodes in the cluster. In addition, 10% of the slots are reserved
for new nodes to join the cluster. Collisions at border nodes are
resolved by ClusterHeads exchanging their local schemes and
solving conflicts for neighboring nodes. However, this solution
leads to some scaling issues.
In [3] a clustering scheme that forms clusters and enables intracluster communication using TDMA and inter-cluster communication using 802.11 MAC is presented. The suggested
scheme requires the use of two transceivers, with one used
for delay sensitive communication within the cluster, while
the other is used for inter-cluster data transfer.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work we presented an algorithm for Hierarchical
Clustering for Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks. Such an algorithm
is required for introducing QoS to VANETs in order to allow
the delivery of time sensitive messages such as warning and
safety messages. We showed that the suggested algorithm,
HCA, meets the requirements of the G2 DS problem as
defined in subsection II-A. Additionally, we demonstrated that
HCA requires O(m log log m) time slots with m denoting the
maximal size of the cluster in order to form the initial clusters.
The algorithm differs from other clustering algorithms for
VANETs due to the fact that it is capable of creating clusters
with a larger span than one hop from the ClusterHead. In
addition, it does not require the knowledge of the vehicles’
locations which contributes to its robustness.
A simulation study was used to compare the algorithm with a
well known algorithm, K-ConID, in terms of the number of
clusters and the clusters’ stability. A simulation study showed
that even though HCA forms few redundant clusters, the
formed clusters are much more stable and robust to topology
changes caused by vehicular movement. In addition, it can
be seen that the mobility pattern influences the algorithm’s
behavior and has a great impact on the results obtained.
Nevertheless, HCA suffers from some difficulties in terms
of inter cluster interferences which cause redundant cluster
changes and message lose due to message collisions. Future
work will try to resolve these inter-cluster interferences, perhaps by assigning different frequencies or codes, to allow more
reliable communication. In addition, future work will utilize
HCA to enable efficient inter cluster communication.
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